FACTORS AFFECTING RFID SUBCUTANEOUS MICROCHIPS USAGE

Abstract:

Microchips are used for many years for different purposes. Nevertheless, recently applications of radio frequency identification technology have been progressed tremendously with the potential to permeate throughout society as a valuable tool for enabling automatic identification and management. However, they are perceived as threats at several levels that impede its implementation. Most of the research discusses the adoption of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) devices from the provider’s point of view. Thus, it would be of interest to examine the factors of RFID subcutaneous microchip (RFID-SM) usage, adoption and diffusion by individuals from various perspectives, particularly in developing countries. Knowledge upon the factors that drive RFID adoption is a crucial step in creating the policies required for its successful implementation. This quantitative, descriptive study investigated whether young people in Serbia would be willing to use subcutaneous microchip. Preliminary findings indicate that positive attitudes prevail for the perceived usefulness and ease of use, while suspicions of confidentiality and privacy are strong, and what is most surprising none of the respondents showed willingness to use microchip implants for everyday home activities. Since the process of individual users’ acceptance of technology is very complex, the full range of variables should be investigated from broader perspective.
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1. INTRODUCTION

RFID is a wireless proximity communication method, which can be used as a standalone technology or it can be complementary to existing technologies [1]. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) involves systems and technologies that transmit and automatically identify objects and people based on radio waves [2]. RFID is one of the key technologies that build up the Internet of Things, a pervasive network environment. RFID plays a fundamental role in the so-called digital factory or 4.0 Industry, aiming to increase the level of automatization of industrial processes. For many industries, RFID is not only a new alternative to existing tracking methods but is also a solution for a range of previously cost-prohibitive innovations in internal control and supply chain coordination [3]. RFID
RFID usually consists of tags, readers and middleware. RFID operates similarly on a barcode that stores serial numbers for identifying products and related information on a microchip [4]. However, unlike a barcode, RFID offers the advantage of allowing the tracking without the line of sight. Ultra high-frequency (UHF) RFID technology is selected over the most extended near-field communication (NFC) and high-frequency (HF) RFID technology to minimize hardware infrastructure. In particular, UHF RFID also makes the coverage/reading area conformation easier by using different kinds of antennas. Information is stored in a database, which is accessed from end-user mobile devices (tablets, smartphones) where the position and status of the assets to be tracked are displayed [5]. This allows for better time management and better human resource utilization.

This paper is structured as follows. After the introduction some important applications of considered RFID technology are mentioned and described. The Technology Acceptance Model is presented in the next section, because we used that model in our study. The corresponding methodology and obtained results are shown in the following section. Before the conclusion we discussed our results.

Applications of RFID technology

Embedded radio-frequency identification, sensor technologies, biomedical devices and a new breed of nanotechnologies are now being commercialized within a variety of contexts and use cases. RFID is present in a wide variety of applications. These applications include access control procedures, supply management, and protection against theft. There is a rapid increase in the use of RFID systems in the transport sector (toll collection), as well as in supply chain management infrastructures [6], logistic, automotive industry, livestock production [7], food production and public sector [8]. RFID has potential applications across a wide range of sectors and activities such as defense, agriculture, culture and other domains. Both industry and governments are strong promoters of RFID technology.

RFID microchip is used in shops, passports, proximity cards, ignition keys, contactless credit-cards, smart bracelets, smart finger rings, smart watches, etc. [9]. Additionally, RFID technology is starting to penetrate the medical and healthcare sector (in palliative care, home care and preventive care applications, including tele-homecare applications) [10], enabling locating elderly or children in the case of their uncontrolled departure from home (Alzheimer’s disease, kidnapping). RFID system is also used in hospitals for tracing the distribution of medicines, equipment, healing procedures, patient movements, but in these cases the RFID labels were attached or fixed to observed item [11]. In the year 2012 first results of wirelessly controlled drug delivery microchip testing were published [12]. The use of microchips also brings some risks such as safety of device, privacy of patients’ records and coercion to consent to the implantation of the devices. Additional, there is a social and ethical risk.

However, like any wireless technology, including cell phones, wireless networks and Bluetooth connections, RFID devices provide remote readability. In theory, any technology that relies on radio frequency (RF) is inherently insecure. As a result, businesses and legislative bodies continuously seek ways to understand and lock down wireless security issues.

There are a massive number of devices with sensors that track and record different aspects of your life, with the goal of aggregating the data for the user to peruse (Fig 1). There are, of course, drawbacks to measuring multiple bodily functions with different devices. It has been pointed out that some devices are occasionally cumbersome, can interfere with everyday tasks, and even make the users even more aware of their bodily limitations - all of which can cause frustrations [13,14,15,16]. Natural user interfaces (NUI) is another field which shows promising relevance to the studies in quantified self [17] by transferring some of the functionality from the devices themselves onto in-home surfaces.

Some issues arise with implanting people with microchips though. Issues include, being able to track a person’s previous and current location, their purchasing habits, legal and privacy concerns, as well as hacking their personal and financial information. There are potential health problems as well. For example, non-ionizing radiation from microwave radio frequency and magnetic fields could cause various health issues. A potential benefit could include storing a person’s complete medical history, or at the bare minimal the drugs that they are taking or are allergic to [18]. Some health issues include adverse tissue reaction, migration of implanted transponder, electromagnetic interference, electrical hazards, and magnetic resonance imaging incompatibility [19]. There are legal and legislative issues as well dealing with RFID technology. Even though the scanner that reads the sensor has to be close to the body to read the chip, there still is the possibility of identity
theft. Parts of the problem are security, confidentiality and data integrity. There is a need for more laws dealing with RFID to protect privacy.

Fig. 1. Subdermal implants: (A) A neodymium magnet in a finger. (B) Magnets in the tragus of an ear. (C) A RFID tag. (D) RFID tags implanted in the webbing between the metacarpal bones of the index finger and thumb, positioned parallel to the index metacarpal. (E) Tritium lighting implants. (F) LEDs in hand. (G) Continual temperature sensor in forearm. Source: [20]

Concern is growing that RFID systems have the potential to be used as tools for surveillance, which could very much undermine the dignity and autonomy of employees. Recent studies have shown that the RFID technology is safe enough to be used for personal identification and some attempts were made to use RFID subcutaneous microchip implants (RFID-SM) [21,22,23]. The number of people willing to get chipped has increased since the technology’s commercial arrival in 2002, despite the fact that adoption rates have been very low. Nevertheless, some researchers still explore the potential negative impact of enforced micro-chipping [24], while others look for highly positive effects of RFID implants.

2. TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTANCE MODEL (TAM)

Since its introduction almost three decades ago, by [25,26], TAM has become one of the most frequently used models used to explain behavioral intention, in general, and technology system acceptance, in particular [27].

Of the suite of theories that explain technology acceptance, TAM appears the most popular. It explains IT usage as a function of a four-stage process:

- External variables (user training) influence beliefs about using the system;
- User beliefs influence their attitudes about using a system;
- User attitudes influence their intentions to use a system;
- The user intentions determine level of usage of the system [28].

It provides the framework to measure users’ perceptions and intentions to use technology within and across organizations. Through research TAM has been empirically proven to be a robust model for understanding end-user adoption of technology and for examining the acceptance of new and developing technology by users with different characteristics in different organizations. The flexibility of TAM to be extended and modified to take into account other relevant factors makes it a powerful framework [29].

TAM comprises core variables of user motivation (i.e., perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and attitudes toward technology) and outcome variables (i.e., behavioral intentions, technology use). Of these variables, perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEU) are considered key variables that directly or indirectly explain the outcomes [27]. Overall, perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness, the most important factors in the TAM, refer to the degrees to which a person believes that using technology would be free from effort (PEU) and that using technology would enhance their job or task performance (PU).

In the Technology Acceptance Model 2 (TAM 2) [30], TAM is extended by including additional key determinants of perceived usefulness and usage intention constructs. They aimed to determine the antecedents of external factors that affect perceived usefulness. These external factors are divided into two groups as social influence processes (subjective norm, voluntariness and imagination) and cognitive instrumental processes (job relevance, output quality, result demonstrability and perceived ease of use). Perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness positively affect the attitudes toward an information system; and further, positively affect the individuals’ intentions to use and the acceptance of the information system. In addition, perceived ease of use positively affects the perceived usefulness, and both of perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness are influenced by external variable. Shroff et al. [31] reported that by manipulating these two determinants, system developers can have better control over users’ beliefs about the
A variety of TAM models exist, with or without external variables, with or without direct effects of certain variables on outcome variables. In the literature, many studies mentioned the relationship among trust, perceived risks and behavioral intention [36]. The perception of trust in any relationship will elevate the perception of security. Generally, people feel unsafe or insecure in unpredictable situations. Trust plays a crucial role in reducing consumer perception of the risk of vulnerability [37]. In other words, people will feel safer about any particular product or transaction if they trust their partners or providers [38].

Despite its prominence, the existing body of research does not draw a clear picture about specific relations within the TAM. Whereas some studies confirmed the hypothesized relations fully, others did not [39,40]. This finding is further substantiated by significant variation of TAM relations across studies and samples from multiple occupations and domains, thus consequently calls for a systematic synthesis [41,42]. Finally, Ajibade [43] argues that the TAM model was more appropriate for individual use and acceptance of technology rather than in a corporate or institutional application that requires integration of information technology.

Studies from psychology research have widely stated that an individual’s demographic and personality characteristics are important predictors, having moderating effects on Information Technology (IT) adoption [6,44]. IT adoption researches have confirmed the importance of the role of users when it comes to adopting new information systems [45]. Younger people are more prone to adopt new technologies. Bearing in mind the above mentioned, our study was conducted in order to examine the readiness to adopt RFID-SM by focusing on the individual users’ point of view. The subjects in this research were undergraduate students because they represent the largest group of potential RFID-SM users.

3. METHODOLOGY

Data collection

The study was performed as a web survey used to collect data about attitudes toward RFID-SM usage in Serbia. Online survey was conducted using a convenience sample of 100 respondents. The participants were students enrolled in Traffic Psychology courses offered at the Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering. The sample consists of 56% of women and 44% of men. The average age of the respondents is 24.5.

Measures

Questionnaire on adoption of RFID systems and subcutaneous microchips were used. The students’ attitudes towards various aspects of RFID-SM usage were investigated. The questionnaire items were proposed based on the literature review, relying primarily on extended Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). In addition to the three original components of TAM (Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, and Behavioral Intentions to Use), two external variables (Health Concerns and Perceived Trust) were also included. PU (Perceived Usefulness) has seven items which are in accordance with items proposed by [46] in the original TAM model. Five of them were adopted from [1], and two additional items on storing information about organ donation and a general statement on saving lives in different medical conditions were added from [47].

PEU (Perceived Ease of Use) and PT (Perceived Trust) items were adopted based on [48] and [49], respectively. PT (Perceived Trust) refers to an individual’s trust that the state, banks and healthcare systems will be able to ensure security and protection of human rights in the fields of identification, tracking and archiving of personal data, financial transactions, and patient data on treatments and organ donation. Items composing HC (Health Concern) construct which possible threats of RFID-SM usage were found based on extensive literature review of medical research papers [46,50,51]. The component HC refers to four possible threats of RFID-SM usage: the possibility of movement in the body, effect on emotional behavior, health threats due to possible allergies, and health threats because of impacts on the nervous system. The items of output variable BIU (Behavioral Intentions to Use) are adapted from [45]. BIU reflects four different possible types of the RFID-SM usage (healthcare purposes, for identification purposes, for shopping and payment, and for everyday home usage). BIU items were measured as dichotomous variables. Furthermore, manifest variable PP (Painful Procedure) was included.

Items of HC, PT, and PEU, as well as the last item of PU, were measured on a 5-point Likert-type scale...
of agreement (“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”), while the first six items of PU were measured on a 5-point scale of acceptability (“very bad idea” to “very good idea”), while the items of BIU were measured as dichotomous variable (yes/no).

4. RESULTS

Descriptive statistics were calculated for 23 measured items as well as for five dimensions. The means of items are measured on the 5-point scale ranged from 1.72 to 5.00. Standard deviations of all items are in the range from 0.32 to 1.68, indicating a fairly narrow spread of scores around the means. The means of three components are 4.2 for PU, 4.58 for PEU, and 4.88 for PP, which indicate that although the majority of respondents considered the implantation procedure to be very painful (Fig. 2), their estimates for perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use were very high, in other words, they rated RFID microchips usage as effortless and enhancing. The mean of HC is equal to 3.21, which indicates that the respondents are not quite sure if the consequences of microchips usage could have harmful effects on their health. The mean of PT is equal to 2.83, which indicates that the average perceived trust on security issues assured by state, banks, and healthcare system is rather low (Fig. 3).

If we examine the four items of HC closely, we can see that respondents are worried due to treats of possible allergies ($M = 3.78$), and an impact on emotional behavior ($M = 3.27$). On the other hand, they are less concerned due to possibility of microchip movements in their bodies ($M = 2.94$) and with respect to the effects on the nervous system ($M = 2.78$). The respondents declare that they do not trust that the banks ($M = 1.72$), the state ($M = 3.00$) and healthcare system ($M = 3.78$) can provide the appropriate level of safety and security related to RFID-SM usage (Fig. 1). Obviously, the banks deserve the lowest level of trust among the respondents. When it comes to individual’s intention of the RFID usage and a willingness to adopt the RFID microchip implants, the highest proportion of the respondents would primarily consider using the RFID-SM for healthcare purposes (56%), rather than for personal identification (33%).

If they could be assured that Global Positioning System (GPS) and tracking were not possible 37% would be ready to use RFID microchip implants. What is very interesting and surprising is that none of the respondents would use microchip implants for everyday home tasks (unlocking house or apartment, car, computer, mobile phone, etc.) (Table I).

![Fig. 2. Attitude toward implantation procedure](image)

![Fig. 3. Readiness to adopt RFID subcutaneous microchip](image)
Table 1. Behavioral Intentions to Use RFID subcutaneous microchip

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Would you insert a subcutaneous microchip:</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for healthcare purposes (identification, storage of medical data, information on organ donation, etc.)?</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for identification purposes (ID card, passport, driving licence, etc.)?</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for everyday home usage (unlocking house or apartment, car, computer, mobile phone, etc.)?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if you were assured that GPS positioning and tracking were not possible?</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The aim of the study was to research the attitudes of potential RFID-SM users. Nevertheless, concerns among potential users about privacy issues, personal data security, and implants’ impact on health are evident. Our study indicates that a lack of trust presents a significant obstacle for adoption. Obviously, more research must be done to prove the reliability and harmlessness of RFID-SM and its technical possibilities.

This article presents preliminary and partial results of the survey conducted in Serbia, therefore, further research needs to include the results of the surveys gathered in other European countries to establish whether similarities in the attitudes toward RFID-SM adoption exists.

Currently, the only comparison can be done with the findings of the [23,47]. While similar values were obtained for HC and PT dimensions, the PEU and PU dimensions in our sample show much higher mean values. These differences can be attributed to age differences between the two samples. Thus, the sample that includes only undergraduate students limits the generalization of the study. However, a student sample is the appropriate context because students represent an important segment of future users. The new research design should take special care to include more representative sample of older people, who have no internet access or experience with new technologies.

According to [52,53] TAM has proven to be a useful theoretical model in helping to understand and explain usage behavior in technology acceptance.

Though, limitations of research that rely on TAM to date still remain the involvement of students and self-reports. They revealed that although TAM is useful, it has to be integrated into a broader model which would include variables related to both human and social change processes.

Nowadays, there are various technologies which can be used by any individual without having any technology competence. Although these devices minimize technology competencies, the variables predicting acceptance of people for using these devices may also show variety. In the future, technology will continue to change and as users we will also continue to adapt ourselves and learn how to cope with the new features of upcoming technologies. During this process, investigating personal variables that affect this adaptation process will be still important. Therefore, the study of technological innovation acceptance requires psychological models and theories to explain and rationalize whether users benefit from new devices [29].

The instrument used in the current research to assess students’ opinions is based on the self reported design. Another opportunity for future work is to extend the survey to address objective measures of actual system usage.

There is ample concern, even among engineers, that the RFID chip’s unique numerical code, though encrypted, may be discovered or copied, placing the owner at risk of identity theft, which could result in the fabricated identity being almost undetectable [24]. Uberveillance (or the omnipresent surveillance) can be, to a certain extent, circumvented with the development of specified social, legal and engineering advances.

As Li [55] suggests in order to utilize the full advantages of RFID and at the same time to keep the threats as small as possible, it will be a matter of implementing the principles of modern data protection laws, data economy and the most rapid possible anonymization of personal referenced data in RFID systems early in the design process and in market introduction.
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